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About Keith Shaw
Coach Keith Shaw is a former Professor who taught at Baylor 

University. He has a master’s degree in Management and 

Leadership, as well as SHRM-SCP and PHR Human Resources 

Management certifications. He is a leading authority in 

Leadership Engagement and personal development.  He helps 

organizations and individuals implement world-class business, 

leadership and personal strategies that accelerate the 

engagement and the achievement of extraordinary results. He 

delivers keynote presentations in a manner that is informative, 

entertaining, interactive, motivating and inspirational, leaving 

attendees with insight and practices that can be applied 

immediately  and spark audiences into action.
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If you are searching for a speaker that can make an 

immediate impact on your organization, Coach Keith Shaw 

is the right speaker for you. He started his professional 

career as a mechanic and worked his way up to the 

director level of Fortune 500 companies. He has served as 

a trusted advisor to CEO's, Vice Presidents, Senior Leaders 

and Supervisors for 20+ years, and has been designated as 

a High Performing/Potential Employee himself throughout 

his entire career. Because he has personally worked at 

every level, Coach Keith Shaw can relate and interact with 

your entire organization, to include both leaders at every 

level, as well as entry level laborers. He has worked his  

way from laborer to leadership, and can inspire, educate 

and engage individuals at all levels.

World-Class Experience & Results!

Coach Keith Shaw focuses on the fundamentals of 

leadership, management skills and personal 

development, and he sparks the desire in participants                

to take action and continue their learning journey 

beyond the keynote event. He has helped Fortune                  

500 level organizations reduce turnover, improve 

employee relations and increase workforce                 

satisfaction and engagement. He delivers an                   

engaging keynote that will spark change,                  

improvement and transformation for leaders and                    

the entire workforce.
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Keynotes:

Leadership Can Change The World!
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Get ready for an energizing and engaging 

session that is interactive and inspirational!  

During this 30-60 minute keynote, Coach Keith 

Shaw involves and interacts with the attendees 

which increases engagement, retention and 

implementation of the practices and techniques 

shared. 

On Your Way To The Top

This interactive, educational and inspirational 

session will energize your audience and motivate 

them to implement the SMILE principle, which 

will help attendees define success, conduct a 

self-assessment, establish meaningful goals, and 

create a personal development plan. 
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